We present a new system for imaging the elastic properties of prostate tissue in vivo by estimating, correcting, and visualizing the tissue strain from local axial time shift estimates. We show that the image quality of the strain images can be significantly improved by the correction of lateral motion components using a modified optical flow algorithm. Phantom images and clinical in vivo data are presented which show the high potential of the system for early tumor detection.
INTRODUCTION
Tumors of the prostate exhibit a significant mechanical hardness in comparison to the surrounding tissue. However, they often cannot be reliably detected in the B-mode image. For this reason digital palpation of the prostate is still a major tool in tumor diagnostics. Ultrasonic elastography estimates the tissue elasticity from an image series recorded under varying axial tissue compression usually applied by the transducer itself. As a new imaging modality elastography promises to significantly support conventional prostate screening methods. The tissue elasticity is estimated within a region of interest from the axial tissue motion whose derivative is the tissue strain. Elastography was first described in (1) and a significant improvement for the calculation of the axial time shifts was introduced in (2). The signal-tonoise-ratio of the strain images (SSNR) can be significantly improved by averaging several images (3) . Assuming constant stress throughout the imaging plane the visualized strain is proportional to the Young's modulus of the material. We show in this paper that imaging of the tissue strain provides important information about the elasticity of the examined organ. We present results from a clinical in vivo study of the human prostate. In order to obtain an estimate for the axial strain two corresponding windowed A-lines are numerically compared by cross-correlation techniques which are applied segmentwise to the acquired rf-data under the assumption of a uniform axial compression of the tissue. However clinical in vivo data suffer from significant lateral motion which deteriorates the phase sensitive axial motion estimates. To correct for lateral motion artifacts a new method is presented which uses the global two-dimensional motion field of the demodulated rf-data to correct the complex baseband signals prior to the axial time shift estimation using the method described in (2) . The calculation of the two-dimensional motion field is performed by a modified "optical flow" algorithm described in the next section. The motion vectors are used to correct the to be published on CD-ROM: Proceedings of the FORUM ACUSTICUM 1999 Berlin 4aBB-2 corresponding A-lines according to the encountered lateral deformation. We show that this method is able to improve the strain estimates significantly especially on data with low signalto-noise conditions.
METHODS
The two-dimensional tissue motion is estimated by an algorithm presented in (4), which uses the following "optical flow" equation:
Equation (1) expresses the fact that there is no change of image brightness I as a function of space (x,y) and time t of a certain pixel during the tissue motion. Introducing
can be estimated from the pixel intensities in the neighborhood Ω(P i ) of location P i using the following least-squares formulation (4):
The derivatives
T y
and t I are estimated from finite differences around P i . W(P i ,x,y) is a Gaussian shaped weighting function which reduces the influence of points with increasing distance from P i . We use a sector shaped area Ω(P i ) = x Ω x y Ω centered around P i with lengths x Ω = 5.4° and y Ω = 2 mm. Equation (2) can be rewritten as
and a solution of Equation (3) can be obtained by a singular value decomposition (SVD). To use the full scope of the optical flow algorithm the ground motion is calculated and subtracted by a simple cross-correlation search (5) which is applied at the center of the image prior to the motion estimation (Equation (4)). The motion vector (m,n) corresponding to the maximum cross-correlation coefficient
in the search region is subtracted from the image data by moving the area of interest before applying the optical flow algorithm. 
For higher accuracy the search was performed iteratively by subtracting the calculated motion vector from the image data after each cycle of the iteration. The iteration was stopped (usually within 1-3 iterations) when the new calculated motion vector was close or lower than the derivation length of the finite differences. The lateral motion component of the calculated motion field was used to interpolate the baseband data of the first image of the image pair linearly between the two nearest A-lines:
The index i describes the A-line location, and x ib refers to the baseband data. t n describes discrete sampling positions in the axial direction and u i refers to the lateral motion components obtained with the above modified estimator.
Our system used for data acquisition is described in (6) . We acquired elastographic image sequences using a transrectal probe with sector scan geometry. The sequences contained of 10 images which were processed as explained above. In addition we obtained a volume data set of B-mode images of the whole gland. All patients of this study had a clinical indication for radical prostatectomy. Therefore several histological specimens were available at different positions within the gland. From this data base corresponding triples consisting of a B-mode image, a histology image, and an elastography sequence, were selected by the physicians.
RESULTS
FIGURE 1 describes the influence of the lateral motion correction on the signal-to-noise ratio of the strain images (SSNR). FIGURE 1a shows the motion vector field of the whole sequence indicating strong lateral motion on the left half of the image (r = range, Θ = azimuth). FIGURE 1b shows the SSNR before and after correction yielding a significant improvement in areas with large lateral motion components. FIGURE 1c shows the SSNR improvement obtained by averaging. Combining both methods can significantly improve the image quality; in some regions we obtain up to 10 dB improvement of the SSNR. The strain images show the typical axial strain pattern of a hard inclusion in a soft background. Lateral motion artifacts on the right half of the image were corrected by our algorithm and additional averaging could further improve the image quality. All images are displayed over the same dynamic range. 
